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In this evocative and gorgeously wrought memoir reminiscent of Rob
Sheffield’s Love Is a Mixtape and George Hodgman’s Bettyville, Michael
Ausiello— What many of his enthusiasts don’For days gone by decade, TV
fans of most stripes have counted upon Michael Ausiello’remembers his
late husband, and the lessons, love, and laughter that they shared
throughout their fourteen years together.com—s insider understanding to
obtain the scoop on the favorite shows and stars. From his period at
Soaps comprehensive to his influential stints at Television Guideline
and Entertainment Weekly to his current part as founder and editor-in-
chief of the wildly well-known website TVLine. Instead of an account of
sadness and reduction, Spoiler Alert: The Hero Dies can be an
unforgettable, inspiring, and beautiful testament to the resilience and
power of true love.a respected Television columnist and founder and
editor-in-chief of TVLine. During the period of eleven months, Kit and
Michael do their best to fight the deadly disease, but Kit succumbed to
his disease in February 2015.t know, however, is that even though his
professional existence was in full swing, Michael had to endure the
greatest of personal tragedies: his hubby, Kit Cowan, was diagnosed with
a rare and incredibly aggressive form of neuroendocrine cancers. In this
heartbreaking and darkly hilarious memoir, Michael tells the tale of his
harrowing and demanding last year with Package while revisiting the
thirteen years that preceded it, and the way the undeniably powerful
bond between him and Package carried them through all types of
difficulty—generally with laughter front and center within their
relationship.com, Michael has established himself as the go-to expert
when it comes to our most popular type of entertainment.
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A Heartbreaking Work of Staggering Honesty Well this book definitely
gets the 'clean your tear ducts award'. It's passionate and
heartbreaking, funny and unfortunate. Now the story. Nevertheless, after
scanning this book it really is like he has turned into a friend. That
is clearly a testament to Ausiello, and his composing. A pothead. Warts
and all Michael presents today's, actual, flawed, messy, complicated and
most importantly relationship that feels instantly identifiable
therefore that much more of a gut punch as you follow their journey.I
was fortunate to attend a reserve signing event where Michael shared
that one of things that simply broke his heart is Kit saying to him,
"Don't forget me". Michael will take the reader through his conference
Package and their thirteen years jointly. You understand how it ends
moving in, but the period you get to spend with this couple is well
worth the tears, and yes, you will have tears. The book is very well
crafted with easily flowing dialogue and vivid descriptions of a
beautiful life too soon gone... Like many memoirs about death and dying,
Michael Ausiello's "Spoiler Alert: The Hero Dies", is a combined mix of
personal and societal remembrances. Some of the personal memories in
Ausiello's book are raw and gritty, while the societal ones are more
general. How exactly to help a loved one through treatment nowadays of
cancer medicine. And how exactly to help that loved one to as good a
loss of life as possible.Michael Ausiello's book may be the tale of his
existence with Christopher ("Package") Cowan and Kit's death at age 42
from a rare form of colorectal malignancy. How happy Kit must be to see
that not merely hasn't Michael forgotten, but has made him eternally
alive and lively for the millions of people who by no means had the nice
fortune to meet him. Both married when Kit was diagnosed with cancer,
roughly a year before his loss of life. Their relationship was very much
the work-in-progress most of our associations are, right or gay, and
Michael Ausiello seems to be as honest as he is able to be of the ups
and downs of any marital romantic relationship. But Kit's world had not
been only his hubby Michael. Michael Ausiello's recap of his
relationship along with his hubby is both amazing and normal
simultaneously. I've liked Michael Ausiello for a long time and also
have followed his work since EW but do not have I been moved more by his
work. An editor might have taken a few pages, a few scenes, a few
reminisces out and the story would have been total. I did just like the
last component, which viewed a possible potential for the two if Kit had
lived. Buy it, go through it, hug the people you love. This book with
stick with you. First and foremost Michael Ausiello is a wonderful
writer and story teller. You will feel like he’s letting you know this
tale sitting on the couch in your living area. That in it of itself
makes this a great read. ... If you've ever experienced a significant
relationship with someone you love, you will relate with this book (I am
an diet coke fountain soda fanatic and my wife has the dreaded morning
tourette's). Loving somebody is freaking hard work and Michael doesn't



shy from the issues he and his hubby Kit faced within their
relationship. This book produced me hug my wife a little bit more, be
patient with my children a little bit longer, and encounter the truth
that we’re not really here that long. He is also extremely honest along
with his own emotions, from the childhood bullying, the increased loss
of his parents all the way through Kit's diagnosis, their marriage, and
Kit's death. This book is a moving look into a life of filled up with
love and hardship I wish there were more stars. (be aware to my family,
if I’m in the hospital in pain and can’t chat, please rub my foot ). Try
not to waste one minute of it. This publication is a moving consider a
existence of filled with love and hardship. After devouring this in
great meaty chunks I feel like I've just emerge from a fever wish. An
only kid, he was very close to his parents, and he was incredibly well-
respected in the brand new York design globe. It offers a look into the
trials and tribulations of a life spent collectively from the butterfly-
inducing beginning to the tear jerking end. you will hug and kiss all
your family members a little longer and a little tighter after you have
finished reading. Never have I missed a person I have never met but I
could undeniably state that Kit's absence nowadays can be felt.. Thank
you for sharing your life, and Kit, around. Bravo Michael Ausiello!
Bravo! And there’s more than enough humor here to leaven the story. And
the writer doesn't spare the warts - there's a lot in right here that a
more reticent man would have simply buried inside (or talked to his
therapist about) and never revealed, to be able to color the hero
because the HERO, and not really a real human being and a genuine
relationship using its many ups and downs and sideways.There’s a
substantial amount of language in right here not ideal for polite
company - specifically the fairly frequent usage of the word c*#t,
including in the eulogy, but the attachment between your two heroes of
this book comes through loud and very clear. Love is like, grief is
grief I bought this book because We was thinking about the memoir genre
and because I discovered that the writer’s tale had a lot in keeping
with mine, though We am not really gay nor male nor a fresh Yorker.
Heartbreaking I have been a lover of Michael Ausiello for more years
than I could count. Bravo Michael Ausiello! Bearing the best title of
2017 (sorry "The People We Hate At the Wedding", you've been bumped),
Michael Ausiello's tale of his 14 year relationship with his
partner/husband is a hpv warts and all look at love, life and loss in
the 21st century.So if you can handle a gay verging on camp vibe, you
might enjoy this book. Spoiler Alert - the author (and reader) wins!
Spoiler Alert: The Hero Dies by Michael Ausiello, is a moving, funny,
and enlightening trip into our most mystifying experience - love and
loss. This is a journal that, through my many tears, I laughed and
applauded the combat that two gorgeous souls waged against that stealer
of light, cancers.We thought that Ausiello's publication was very well
written but also a bit too long. Or more proud.Well done. But it only



goes to show that appreciate is, indeed, appreciate. Halfway through
this therefore funny, but oh so sad memoir I appeared up Package on
instagram and found myself therefore overwhelmingly grief stricken that
this person I by no means knew was no more among us. The way he tells
his story is like he is speaking with you as a pal. Beautiful Gorgeous
yet heart breaking story A refreshing read The hero referenced in the
title is not a hero at all. He’s a jerk. I marveled at his blunt honesty
not just in retelling what it was like to face the loss of the most
important person in your life, but also who these were before the cancer
struck. Unfaithful. Frequently when somebody dies we discuss them as
though that they had no detrimental traits. Just like a real person.
Ausiello prevented this totally and has written one of the most genuine
and honest books I’ve ever examine. It is an unbelievable story told
perfectly. Great heart wrenching yet laugh out loud book Well written
and sad but enjoyable read. Brought every part to life. Want I could go
to the two of these at their store. An ideal love story. I never read
non-fiction books. But after reading Mr. Ausiello's columns for years,
and following his and Kit's story, I knew I experienced to read this
one. It's so lovely and so well written. So great. Just beautiful That's
about the only real description I can come up with right now. I'll
remember this book. I loved this reserve. Lovely memoir, yet a bit too
long.
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